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ABSTRACT
This study examines the influence mechanism of the factors of influencing live streaming shopping which is a new social commerce mode for customer purchase based on the affordance theory. Our research examines how visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance which are three main affordances in live streaming shopping influence the customers’ purchase intention. The results show that visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance will positively impact customer purchase intention. And our research is of great help in live streaming shopping research in social commerce research field. Also, our research provides some advices for social commerce operators.
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INTRODUCTION
Live streaming shopping as a new social commerce mode has made rapid development. According to the 2017 China online live streaming performance development reports, the overall revenue of China’s online live performance market reached 30.45 billion yuan in 2017, up 39% from 218.5 billion yuan in 2016. E-commerce platforms and social commerce platforms quickly followed the trend of live streaming, and Alibaba, JuMeiyouping, Vipshop, MoGujie and other e-commerce platforms of all sizes have devoted themselves to this field, which led to the birth of the live streaming shopping. Different from other live streaming, streamers can introduce products to customers in live streaming shopping and streamers can interact with customers in real time about products and promote their purchase. Live streaming has become one of the important ways for customers to shopping on social commerce platforms. So, it’s important to understand what factors influence customers’ shopping behavior in live streaming shopping.

Purchasing as one of the most important user’s behaviors, there are a lot of studies have investigated the factors influencing customers’ purchase intention. But there are few studies have investigated why customer purchase in live streaming shopping. Yu et al. (2018) found customer engagement had positive impacts on customers to purchase virtual gifts in live streaming. What’s more, Yu et al. (2018) thought because interaction in live streaming is in real time, previous researches can’t explain why customer purchase in live streaming. Based on this point, we think previous researches can’t completely explain customers buy products in live streaming shopping because it realizes the real time interaction and customers can see the sellers in live streaming shopping. And some studies have indicated that affordance can explain why customer buy products on social commerce platforms (Dong & Wang, 2018; Lin et al., 2018). However, why customer like purchasing on live streaming, and if the affordance of social commerce has some impact on customers’ purchase intention in the context of live streaming shopping are unknown.

To fill up the gap, our research takes visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance, and guidance shopping affordance as IT affordance in live streaming shopping based on previous research (Dong & Wang, 2018), to explain why customer purchase products by live streaming shopping. Our research will provide a new view in studying live streaming and enrich social commerce research.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Affordances Lens
Different research fields have different definitions of affordance. In the field of information system, affordance is defined as “the possibility that an object provides an individual to realize a certain behavior” (Volkoff et al., 2013). In the social media field, affordance refers to “the potential of behaviors that constitute the interaction between users and social media” (Cabiddu, Carlo, & Piccolo, 2014). In social commerce, Dong, Wang, and Benbasat (2016) define the affordance as the possibility that information technology helps customer purchase, and our study adopt this concept.

The characteristics of affordance may vary depending on the use and context (Koroleva & Kane, 2017). And the theory of
affordance has been widely used to better understand the relationship between information technology and social practice (Treem & Leonardi, 2012). Affordance has been widely studied in social media researches (Argyris & Monu, 2015; Treem & Leonardi, 2012), but is few in social commerce. Koroleva and Kane (2017) research the relational affordance under the context of Facebook. Lin et al. (2018) thought that the affordance of social commerce includes interactivity, stickiness and word of mouth, and the affordance of social commerce would have a positive impact on swift guanxi which is positively associated with the customers’ purchase intentions through swift guanxi. Dong and Wang (2018) researched how visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance, triggered attending affordance, guidance shopping affordance, social connecting affordance and trading affordance in social commerce platform build strong ties and weak ties between customers and sellers. While as a new social commerce mode, which affordance impact customer behavior in live streaming shopping is unknown.

In our research, the visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance are adopted as IT (IT in social commerce) affordances. Dong et al. (2016) thought that visibility affordance meets the consumer’s motivation approaching the product but not to do some works when they take part in social commerce activities, and the technical ability required by visibility affordance is to list the related attributes of the product. In social commerce, the sellers can send pictures which contain the related attributes of the product to customers. Dong et al. (2016) believes that metavoicing affordance can meet the consumer’s needs to acquire useful product information, and the technology required is communicating tools. In social commerce, the customers can communicate with sellers by the live chat room (Lv, Jin, & Huang, 2018), and also can comment on the product reviews section. What shopping guide affordance satisfies is that customers can obtain more satisfied products through not too much efforts to find, and the required technical expenditure is to provide personalized service to customers (Dong et al., 2016). In social commerce, the seller will introduce product information to guide customers to buy, and guide customers to buy through live chat tools (for example, AliTM of Taobao.com). So, based on the background of social commerce and previous studies, we believe that the affordance in the context of live streaming in social commerce includes visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance (Dong et al., 2016). Visibility affordance is about the possibility letting customers know about that the product in visible; metavoicing affordance refers to the possibility for customers to respond to product content; Shopping guidance affordance refers to the possibility of helping customers make purchasing decisions by providing personalized service (Dong et al., 2016). We believe that visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance, guidance shopping affordance as a kind of affordance, customers will be exposed to them when taking part in online shopping activities. So, in our research, we take visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance as external factors in live streaming shopping.

Customer Purchase Intention
Customer purchase decisions are one of the most important indicators in online shopping (Hu et al., 2016). In social commerce, purchase intention is the most important indicator of customers’ consumption decisions. Han, Xu, and Chen (2018) classified and summarized 407 articles on social commerce and found that 199 papers which cover 48.9% of past studies studied customer behavior. In some researches, purchase behavior was taken as the customers’ response to shopping environment in social commerce (Zhang & Benyoucef, 2016). Because live streaming shopping is a new mode in social commerce, we think purchase intention is also an important indicator of customer behavior in live streaming shopping based on the previous researches.

Live Streaming
Recent researches on live streaming mainly focus on user motivations, factors influencing users’ use of live broadcasting, and user behaviors. To know what motivations of users using live streaming is important in researching the new research field. Sjöblom and Hamari (2017) classified six users’ motivations to watch others who play video games through live streaming. Chen and Lin (2018) found the entertainment factors is the main factors influencing the users usage intention, and also found the users would watch different streamers between different genders. Hilvert-Bruce et al. (2018) classified eight user motivations to watch live streaming. Based on previous researches about using live streaming motivations, we can find customers use the live streaming is mainly because utilitarian motivations, hedonic motivations and social motivations. Different other studies researching user’s motivations in using live streaming, Zhao et al. (2018) researched why streamers use the live streaming from the intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations perspective. About influencing factors and users behavior in live streaming researches, Yu et al. (2018) investigated the impact of viewer engagement on gift giving behavior. But what factors impact customers engagement is known. Liking other types of social commerce, customer engagement is important for the performance of live streaming shopping. To fill up this gap, Wongkitrungrueng and Assarut (2018) researched how live streaming help customer engage in live streaming shopping from the Perceived value perspective. Live streaming shopping is different from other live streaming, customers behavior on live streaming shopping is shopping which like in social commerce. Wongkitrungrueng and Assarut (2018) only researched why customers engage in live streaming shopping, but customers may don’t purchase products even they engage in live streaming shopping. From this perceptive, what factors influence customer’s purchase intention is still unknown after they engage in live streaming shopping. This research studies what factors impact customer purchase intention in live streaming shopping from the affordance perspective to fill the gap.

The online social commerce context is complex, and previous explanations about why customer purchase products on social commerce platforms may not be applicable in live streaming shopping. Based on the above discussion, we can find the affordance theory has been used to study customers’ behavior in social commerce (Dong & Wang, 2018; Lin et al., 2018). Live
streaming shopping as one of the modes of social commerce, we think the affordance theory is also can be used in this context. And because what factors influence customer purchase is unknown, we explain why customers purchase products in live streaming shopping from the affordance perspective.

**HYPOTHESIS**

Visibility affordance takes the product become visible to customers (Dong et al., 2016). Customers can use the tools in social commerce to visualize the products displayed by sellers in social commerce. Visibility affordance enables sellers to pass pictures and information of products to customers to reducing perceived risks and product uncertainties (Dong & Wang, 2018). And the seller can display the product information to the customer via social commerce tools such as live chat rooms or other communication tools to reduce the customer’s purchase uncertainty and perceived risk, and reduce the customer’s purchase resistance (Chung, Song, & Lee, 2017), which will positively impact customer purchase in live streaming shopping. What’s more, because of the visibility affordance, other people’s comments and ratings which customers can learn from social commerce sites are visual. And the comments and ratings have a positive impact on customer purchase by influencing customer’s cognitive appraisals (Chen, Lu, & Wang, 2017). In addition, visual attraction plays a positive role in promoting the perceived enjoyment of customers, which also plays a positive role in customer purchase (Xiang et al., 2016). So, we hypothesize that:

**H1**: Visibility affordance has a positive effect on customer purchase intention in live streaming shopping.

In social commerce, the metavoicing affordance enables the efficient communication between customers and sellers and customers can provide feedback on products (Dong & Wang, 2018). Metavoicing affordance integrates personal voice and feedback into the communication between sellers and customers and improves the interaction between customers and sellers (Dong & Wang, 2018). In live streaming shopping, based on the acquisition of product information, customers will seek information about products from sellers. Customers who have questions about the product can ask the sellers directly through live chat room (Lv et al., 2018). And they also can ask questions which are about the products they want to buy to other customers. The sellers can directly answer the customer’s questions and introduce the product in the form of voice and can send videos or picture so that the customer can accept the information they searched. Thus, it reduces the perception of uncertainty and shopping resistance which have negative impacts on customer purchase. In addition, the metavoicing affordance promotes the use of interactive tools such as comment tool, rating tool and live chat room. So, there is a strong interaction between customers and sellers in live streaming shopping. The interaction plays a positive role in promoting customer purchase (Alalwan, 2018). So, we hypothesize that:

**H2**: Metavoicing affordance has a positive effect on customer purchase intention in live streaming shopping.

Guidance shopping affordance can help customer make purchasing decisions by providing personalized service (Dong et al., 2016). With product recommendation technology, guidance shopping affordance helps the seller to explicitly or implicitly obtain individual consumers’ interests or preferences related to the product and then provide product recommendations that match the interests or preferences expressed by the consumer (Xiao & Benbasat, 2011). The sellers can directly provide customers with information about the products they need. And guidance shopping affordance helps buyers solve problems by providing personalized services (Dong & Wang, 2018). What’s more, customers also can directly ask for help from sellers for product purchase and sellers can provide relevant helps based on the basis of real-time interaction and personalized needs of customers (Lv et al., 2018), which can reduce customer resistance. Based on the guidance shopping affordance and real-time interaction, sellers can provide customers with information that matches their needs, which is conducive to creating useful information for customers, and thus helping customer purchase. So, we hypothesize that:

**H3**: Guidance shopping affordance has a positive effect on the customer purchase intention in live streaming shopping.
**Measurements**

By referring to existing literatures, we developed a questionnaire to measure our model. Visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance were adopted from Dong and Wang (2018), purchase intention was adopted from Chen et al. (2017). And we measure all the items using 7-point scales from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Because the data was collected in China, an English questionnaire was prepared based on the existing literature, and then translated it into Chinese, followed by the guidance of relevant experts, and finally translated it into English to determine whether there was translation deviation.

**Data Collection**

Our questionnaire was distributed on an online survey website (https://www.wjx.cn/) and 510 valid questionnaires was collected. About the respondent demographics in this study, there were 313 women, which accounted for 61.37%. There were 197 men, which accounted for 38.63%. There were 198 respondents aged 30-39, which accounted for 38.82%. 357 respondents were bachelor, which accounted for 70%. About respondent experience, most respondents purchase 1-3 times a month through live streaming shopping (n=348, 68.23%). And most respondents buy 4-6 times a month in social commerce platforms (n=175, 34.31%).

**DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS**

We use the SmartPLS and SPSS to test our measurement model and structural model. The PLS and SPSS has been adopted by many researchers (Chen et al., 2017; Ou, Pavlou, & Davison, 2014), and are effective in data analysis.

**Measurement Model**

Before measuring the model, we first test common method bias (CMB) and multicollinearity. About the CMB, we use the Harman’s single factor method to test, the result shows that 36.46% in our research, which indicates that the influence of CMB is slight. About the multicollinearity, we take the VIF as the indicator to test. Table 1 shows the VIF in our model is below 3.3, which indicates that there is not multicollinearity problems in our research (Ou et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>PUI</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>GS1</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS2</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS3</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS4</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME4</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Cronbach’s Alpha, Composite Reliability, AVE, and Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>PUI</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUI</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Structural Model

We use the PLS to estimate our structural model. We bootstrap 5000 times to obtain a stable results, and the results are shown in Figure 2. The $R^2$ of purchase intention is 0.39, which indicates that visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance can explain why customers purchase products in shopping live streaming is credible. The path of visibility affordance to purchase intention is 0.29, and is significant on the 0.001 level (p<0.001), which indicates that H1 is supported. The path of metavoicing affordance to purchase intention is 0.10, and is significant on the level of 0.05 (p<0.05), which indicates that H2 is supported. The path of guidance shopping affordance to purchase intention is 0.24, and is also significant on the level of 0.001 (p<0.001), which shows that the H3 is supported. The results shows that IT affordance can explain why customers liking purchase products on live streaming shopping which is a new mode of social commerce.

Discussion of Findings

In our research, we find the visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance can positively impact on customer purchase. These results are in line with Dong and Wang (2018) who find visibility affordance, metavoicing...
affordance and guidance shopping affordance can promote customer purchase by influencing interactivity and social ties. But different the research of Dong and Wang (2018), we find visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance can positively impact on customer behavior directly. In live streaming shopping, customer can see the real products based on the visibility affordance, which helps consumers perceived lower risk comparing traditional products presentations. In traditional products presentations such as pictures products presentation and words describing presentations can’t show the real information of the products customers want to buy. It may pass false pictures to customers which lead to lower word-of-mouth for sellers, while the live streaming can solve the uncertainty based on the visibility affordance. Communicating tools are important in online shopping, the metavoicing affordance of live streaming shopping can help customers interact with each other and also can help customers communicate with sellers. One of the online shopping risk for customers is that they can’t buy fitted products. But in live streaming shopping, sellers as streamers can guide customer purchase, which help customer buy the products fit their needs. These findings have important implications in theoretical and practical.

Theoretical Implications
Based on affordance theory, our study proposes a research model to study the factors influencing consumers’ purchase intentions. The main theoretical implications include three points. First, our research is from the perspective of affordance to research, which is less used in the study of social commerce but an important in customers’ purchase. Previous researches have researched social commerce based on the online social commerce platforms IT affordance (Dong & Wang, 2018; Dong et al., 2016), while our research introduce affordance theory to live streaming shopping. Future studies can further research other affordances in live streaming shopping and other types live streamings. Second, live streaming shopping promotes e-commerce to become social commerce and promote social media to become a new system combined with social factors and commerce factors. And as an new mode of social commerce, live streaming shopping has made a huge influence on social commerce. Our research pays attention to what factors impact on customer purchasing products by it, which inspires future studies research this new social commerce mode. And our research also provides some theoretical basis to future research for live streaming shopping.

Practical Implications
Our research also has some practical implications for social commerce operators. First, as a new mode in social commerce, live streaming shopping has become famous among customers. Social commerce operator should pay more attention to it and adopt this new mode in their saling. Second, our research find visibility affordance, metavoicing affordance and guidance shopping affordance are three important factors influencing customer purchasing. In social commerce practice, sellers should improve the website’s ability of visibility which can reduce customer’s perceived risk and uncertainty. And we find metavoicing affordance can positively impact on customer purchase. So, sellers also should improve the customers’ communication efficiency on social commerce platforms. Meanwhile, Our research finds guidance shopping affordance can help customer purchase products fitted their needs and thus help them make purchase decisions. The sellers should improve their guidance ability.

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
There are some limitations in our research. First, our research considers several platforms, but every platform is different between each other. For example, users of MoGujie mostly are women, but other platforms are not. This difference may lead some errors to our research. Future research can pay attention to one platform or research the differences between different platforms’ live streaming shopping. Second, our study only research affordance’s directly impact on purchase behavior but doesn’t consider customer’s psychological state. SOR model holds that stimulus can impact customers response through influencing “Organism”. But what is organism in our research is unknown. Future research can research the mechanism of how affordance impacts customer purchase.
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